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2020 has become an extraordinary year in history.  The

impact of the pandemic has been profound for all

aspects of humankind.  Just like every other profession,

the field of facilitation has also been impacted. While the

need for and the power of facilitation have increased, we

must also look at how we can be more effective in the

future. This paper by Paolo and Mika gives us an

opportunity to step back and look at some of the trends

and impacts and connect the dots for the future. I

enjoyed the perspective they provide and walked away

with answers as well as some reflective questions.

Foreword

Vinay Kumar, IAF Chair
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Introduction

Create Collaborative Client Relationships by

Defining the Purpose and Outcomes of the

Intervention.

Plan Appropriate Group Processes.

Create and Sustain a Participatory Environment.

Guide the Group to Appropriate and Useful

Outcomes.

Build and Maintain Professional Knowledge.

Model Positive Professional Attitude.

The IAF Core Facilitator Competencies framework

portrays the basic set of skills, knowledge, and

behaviors to assist facilitators becoming successful in a

variety of environments.

The framework consists of six areas in facilitation:

The Future of Facilitation study asks if, and how, these

competencies have changed or should change, because

of the Covid – 19 crisis.
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We are all going to some place new.

In the long catenaries of human history,

there have been moments when, for

onereason or another, the commonly

accepted view of how the world works is

suddenly and shockingly destroyed. When

that common perspective is shattered, the

very scaffolding of the world — its power

structure, ideas of morality and legality, the

tangible objects of wealth, and intangible

objects of awe — collapses.

Eventually, the new world must be

redefined. The questions are, how we can

face the future, make sense of it, and

operate in it.

The Future of Facilitation study was

conducted in the autumn of 2020. It was

designed to foster a common perspective on

the future over the next decade.

It links to two current discussions.

The future of work is an old discussion. For

a few centuries we have talked about how

machines will replace men, and there will be

no work left. When we look at industrial

society history, we notice that machines

took the place of human beings in

performing certain tasks, and they

complemented human beings at other

tasks.

Today, new technologies – Artificial

Intelligence, Machine Learning,

Blockchain, Augmented Reality, Virtual

Reality, Internet of Things, Robotics and

Quantum Computing – are catalysts of

change. Each of these technologies

stands for new opportunities. 

Together, they open a passage

into the future.

Very likely, they represent the most

powerful technology disruption we will

see in our lifetimes. A disruption that is

already transforming many aspects of our

private and working lives.

The outcomes of the disruption vary from

a harmful substituting force to a helpful

complementing force.

Future of professions is an

evenly fascinating discussion. 

Human beings have limited

understanding, so we have people who

have specialized in certain expertise we

need to carry on in life. Professionals have

knowledge, experience and skills that

those they help do not.

Going Some
Place New
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We are all going to some place new.

Professions are mechanisms of social

control. They inherit, preserve and hand on

a tradition. They contribute to the health

of the society by correcting the imbalance

of knowledge and strengthening the moral

character of society.

It appears that the professions are well-

intentioned, relatively stable, and generally

effective. But if we look beneath the

surface, we could ask if our professions are

fit for purpose, and admit that their

services could be delivered differently.

There are pressures to reorganize and

rethink professions.

Besides the long term issues of future work

and professions, our private and working

lives face an acute crisis – the Covid – 19.

The next wave of disruption is heading our

way. It is germinated by Coronavirus

outbreak, and it will most likely be the

most considerable shock since World War

II.

“People are the same, groups are

the same. Face-to-face interaction,

however, has now been replaced.”

“Remote work has increased and it

seems to shape the future of many

jobs and activities in the near

future.”

“Less mobility, things we took for

granted are disappearing, greater

acceptance in technology helping to

bring human hearts together, not

just minds.”

“We were put extremely fast in a

new reality not fully prepared for all

its facets.”

“We are finally starting to use the

web more effectively and extensively

for work, school, finance, medicine

and entertainment.

“People have had time to reflect

about the importance of the

community.”

Due to it, 89 % of the

respondents say that the

world is different now, and

69 % claim that it has

changed permanently.

Going Some
Place New
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We are all going to some place new.

“The status quo is challenged.”

“The changes have accelerated in

public administration and

companies, in leadership and

management.”

Moreover, 83 % of the respondents

retort that Covid – 19 crisis has also

changed the art of facilitation.

There is a rising awareness of emerging

challenges and their impact in

facilitation. There is also a recognition

that the art of facilitation can be

refined by a better understanding and

use of technology.

The respondents identified

several challenges: the fast

pace of change, the growing

uncertainty, and the low trust

in authorities.

These challenges outline problems in

which we need to find solutions. The

Covid – 19 crisis may have increased

the resilience and capability to deal

with radical shocks and has generated

the idea that the future can be

different.

89%

Going Some
Place New

The world is 
different now.

69%
The world has 
changed permanently.

83%
Covid – 19 crisis has also
changed the art of facilitation.
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We are all going to some place new.

There are advantages in commuting less, saving time, and reducing pollution.

Plus, the novel technologies get quickly adapted.

Another topic is becoming apparent – a rising consciousness and awareness in

society and among the community of facilitators. We have a stronger

perception of “waking up as a village”, the “overview that we are one”, and

“of a planet that is tackling a critical issue at the same time, together”.

The emphasis on connections and relationships is
high. New approaches to communicate and
engage with stakeholders are sought after.

The expression of a stronger value driven approach that takes into

consideration human needs, justice and “not leaving anyone behind”. These

include the possible future changes of habits in terms of a better work-life

balance, less consumerism, and taking care of nature.

The above reflections are triggering a bell among strongly value driven

facilitators. They can now collaborate more easily and leverage their capacity to

solve, together with stakeholders, more societal challenges.

Going Some
Place New
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REALITY AUGMENTED
REALITY

The distinctions between real and virtual are

obvious, depending on whether we deal

with real or virtual objects, real or virtual

images, direct or non-direct viewing of

these. The middle, where the merging of

real and virtual worlds takes place, is

referred as Mixed Reality (MR).

They blend real and virtual worlds along the

reality – virtuality continuum comprising

Augmented Reality (AR) and Augmented

Virtuality (AV) technology. AR overlays

virtual objects into the real world, while AV

captures real objects and superimposes

them into the virtual environment.

Reality - Virtuality
Continuum  
The World We Live In

Paul Milgram and Fumio Kishino introduced their

pioneering research paper "A Taxonomy of Mixed

Reality Visual Displays” in 1994.

VIRTUALITYAUGMENTED
VIRTUALITY

”Many processes have been redirected to the virtual space.”

”We have had to make a shift to virtual facilitation, clients have had to do it as well.”

”Remote working and virtual teams got a boost through the corona pandemic. This

context for a facilitator´s work will not change back to what it was before anymore.”

Today the reality – virtuality continuum offers an appropriate

frame to make sense of the world we live in, and the changes

taking place in the facilitator´s profession:

7

Picture 1. Reality – Virtuality Continuum.
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Reality - Virtuality
Continuum  
The World We Live In

The reality – virtuality continuum offers us also a conceptual tool to meditate how the

facilitation values articulated in picture 4 and the main modes of intervention in

picture 5 can be contained in each prescribed world.

It makes us ponder, which ideas, methods or technologies, like the ones stated in

picture 6, work within reality – and sometimes only in reality – which within

augmented reality, augmented virtuality and virtuality.

I have to evaluate and assess the tools
and methods that will work for digitally
facilitated engagement. I can´t rely on
the previous methods and approaches
anymore.

The reality-virtuality continuum stimulates us to envision beyond the physical or virtual

dichotomy, and pushes us to explore more than just adapting old tools into a new

environment. It can make us more aware of novel combinations of ideas, methods and

technologies.
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Often facilitation is executed in a form of some kind of method, or at least the methods have

a significant role in the facilitation process.

Methods can limit or help people learn, imagine, and be

creative about the future. Methods can bring together parts of

previously non-existing whole, and begin an interactive process

of instantiation that involves the coupling of people and ideas,

as well as of methods and technologies. 

The Importance 
of Time

9

3

People
& 

Ideas

Methods
& 

Technologies



In many cases, the methods are a vehicle of intervention that can involve hundreds or

thousands of people. The selection and construction of the interaction method parcels

various resources and processes, expertise and experience, together.

On the other hand, methods provide boundaries, a simple way of aggregating people into

layers as well as constraining people’s interaction. People can only interact with people who

are allowed to use the method, and can therefore participate in the facilitation process.

These bundles of resources used to involve organizations, cities or other concentrations of

people, whose presence was physically constrained. Now the bundles of resources can be

called together beyond the physical or organizational boundaries.

The vehicle for delivery is changing, and so is the

way we as facilitators plan in space and time.

Events, trainings and meetings meld more with

daily life, taking place in blended environments

over longer periods of time.

To perceive the ongoing developments properly, we must find ways that allow facilitators,

who have learned to understand the world according to spatial considerations, to see the

world driven increasingly by temporal considerations.

The Importance 
of Time
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The future world is a place where people evolve and interact in complex ways in time, not

only in physical space. And the actions and events carried out in the digital substrate, have

complex and immediate effects in the physical world.

The meeting points are
chronotopes – places in time.
In literature, chronotopes, spatial and temporal indicators, are fused into one thought-out,

concrete whole. Time thickens and becomes recognizable, there is also a plot and history.

A chronotope is the place where the

knots of narratives are tied and untied.

It is a place in time that can be

constructed in reality, or in augmented

reality or virtual reality, or it can exist

totally in the virtuality.
In facilitation, it is an instrument for organizing people and events with respect to

different times and realities. It is also an instrument where diverse competencies

come across.

No issue can exist within a social system in isolation. It is related to and dependent on

other issues. It can be addressed effectively by setting up a comprehensive

congregation of solutions that addresses all the dimensions at multiple scales

(individual, group, organizational, societal).

The Importance 
of Time
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A working proposal is an appropriate
combination of all – linear, visionary and
disruptive – cognitive frameworks.
At bottom, there is nothing wrong in linear thinking. In a stable environment,

reallocating existing resources, emphasizing problem-solving and exploiting existing

opportunities is still a solid basis for facilitation.

It is only that the conditions within which linear thinking works are becoming rare.

Situations where cause and effect relationships are discoverable and repeatable are

scarce.

The fast-changing world requires

willingness to take risks and tolerate

uncertainty.  These are not the qualities

of linear thinking. Thus, it must be

complemented with visionary thinking

and disruptive thinking.
Visionary thinking evaluates the forthcoming changes. It creates visions and mission

statements. It reframes existing contracts and boundaries. It introduces new

attractors, sets and removes constraints.

Disruptive thinking increases the interface with change. It enables novel interactions

between individuals, groups and organizations. It creates environments and

experiments that allow new patterns to emerge.

The Importance 
of Time
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In chronotope we should be able to add situational awareness and make sense
of the appropriate questions or problems, whether linear – how to act
effectively, disruptive – how to deal with novelty, or visionary – how to face the
future, and accompany them with revised understandings.

The Importance of Time

13

When our cognitive

framework becomes richer, 

it becomes more robust, and

more anticipatory and

adaptive. 

Picture 2. The chronotope space.



Also here using the concepts of time 
and timing can help us to refigure the art of
facilitation.

The Importance 
of Time

After

We can think of facilitation in terms of what
should be done before the event, during the event
and after the event.

14

Before During

Picture 3. Before, during and after the event.

A chronotope, built at any situation, is a possible place for

interconnecting people and ideas, methods and

technologies. It is also a strong vehicle 

for power and strategy.



We may assume that professionals continue working as they have always done in addition to
continual development, standardization and systematization.

A facilitator is someone who helps an organization or community to find
an answer to a problem by discussing things and suggesting ways of
doing things.  

A facilitator is an independent and neutral professional capable of
transforming diverse, and often conflicting, interests into shared
decisions and actions.

There may be a deepening sense of purpose, while talking about the profession. Two of the
most often mentioned values attached to facilitation were empathy and trust.

Postulations
of Facilitation  

15

4

Empathy Trust
“Empathy, a profound interest in people.”

“Empathy, fairness, and neutrality.”

“Active listening to participants.”

“Listening deeply…

to accompany a group in its process.”

“Building trust, creating a safe environment that

enables the change of ideas.”

“Creating an atmosphere where everybody can

thrive.”

“Making it easy for a group to achieve an

outcome.”

“To reach high potential in a group, both spiritually

and content wise.”

Picture 4. Empathy and trust.



Two main modes to reach for the common goals and to practice
facilitation were communication and participation.

Postulations
of Facilitation  
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Communication Participation

“Need of common ground for

communication.”

“Open group conversation.”

“Facilitation connects people, helps them

to communicate and

collaborate.”“Helping groups of people to

get desired outcomes through dialogical

processes.”

“Assessing human capacity to work

together.”

“Engagement of all stakeholders.”

“It is based on cooperation, effective

processes of group interaction.”

“Participation, creation and enabling

processes.”

“Appreciation of diversity and participatory

processes.”

Picture 5. Communication and participation.

Facilitators can create and manage empathic environments favorable to communication and
participation where artificial intelligence and technology are at the service of the client.

Facilitators have to master several competencies while designing
meetings with appropriate processes, methods and tools.



Many respondents have extensive understanding of their profession.

For me, the fundamental idea is that the
group normally has the resources in itself for
achieving their goal, is based on the familiar
idea of coaching, that the individual has the
resources to achieve goals and change. The
idea is going back to the humanistic
approach and writers like Viktor Frankl and
Carl Rogers. Transactional analysis also has
many elements that help to understand the
individual in contact with others. To lift this
approach to the group level and find ways to
help a group realize and use that potential is
at the heart of facilitation.

Postulations
of Facilitation  
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“I cannot name them all…there are so many.”
“My pillars are Marianella Sclavi, Luigi Bobbio, Lawrence Suskind, Jane
Jacobs, but there are many and it depends on the field of facilitation.”
“It depends on your school of facilitation. Any trade or science in the end
becomes a social group, reiterating their ideas and theories.”

There is as well an abundance of ideas, books and
methodologies within the art of facilitation.

Postulations
of Facilitation  

18

Books Methodologies

The IAF Handbook of Group Facilitation

The Change Handbook

Theory U

Critical System Thinking

The Fifth Discipline

Understanding Understanding

Management of Complexity

Secrets of Facilitation

The Art of Focused Conversation

Participatory Scenario Methods

Guide to Participatory Decision-making

The IAF Methods Library

Creative Problem-solving

The Art of Hosting

Technology of Participation

Innovation Camps Methodology

A Manual for Group Facilitators

Futures Research Methodology

LEGO Serious Play

Picture 6. Books and methodologies.

Picture 6 presents the most frequently referred books on the left, and methodologies on the
right.



Covid – 19 pandemic is speeding up the process how the
facilitators´ expertise is made available in society.

Simultaneously, the introduction of increasingly capable technological systems –
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Blockchain, Augmented Reality, Virtual
Reality, Internet of Things, Robotics and Quantum Computing – is displacing and
changing much of the work of the professionals.

The Future of Facilitation study is focused on this process. It used to take years or
decades. It is now happening in months.

There are some novelties in the process.

Postulations
of Facilitation  

19

Picture 7. Levels of development.

Professional development1.

2. Levels of technology involved

3. Depth of engagement

4. Cooperation & Coordination



The second level

reviews the level of technologies

involved. They can be mixed reality

technologies, i.e. augment reality and

augmented virtuality technologies, or

completely virtual technologies.

2

The fourth level

arises, because much of the multiplicity

of people, events and projects has

become digitally visible. When single and

separate events come together, there is

an emergence of new level of potential

cooperation and coordination across time

and space.

Cooperation and coordination can begin

from understanding system level change,

and by nurturing relationships and being

sensitive to available resources.

43
Creating a good impact report means
being transparent with your audience.
Back up your claims with relevant data.
Keep your sentences concise when
necessary, but dive into detail when it
comes to qualitative and quantitative
evidence. Remember: an impact report is
a combination of understanding your
mission, your work, and your audience,
and communicating that clearly with the
rest of the world.

The first level

professional development – attends to

the developments and adaptations that

take place throughout the years and

decades.

1

Postulations
of Facilitation  

The third level

technological developments bring along

concerns with the depth of engagement

with customers. For example the IAF

Methods Library contains over 1000

facilitation methods all planned for

physical encounters. Some of them are

appropriate, and some of them are not,

for the use in mixed reality or virtuality.

The IAF flags the methods it assesses

“remote friendly”. They can be utilized

with necessary revisions and additional

planning beyond their original purpose.

20
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Political outcomes are becoming more unpredictable.

International institutions are becoming less stable.

Social inequality continues to rise.

Shifting generational values are reshaping the nature of consumption.

Technology is changing the skills required of workers, and the nature of

work.

Integrate technologies for learning.

Redesign the relationship between humans and machines.

Nurture broader ecosystems.

Rethink management and leadership accordingly.

The profession of facilitation is changing. This can be

seen as a natural process. The concepts of work and

profession have been changing for ages.

However, Covid – 19 crisis has accelerated the pace of change.

The business landscape is reshaped:

People, professions and organizations need to adapt. This

requires rigorous contemplation on how to:

Conclusions:
Responding to the
Pace of Change5
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It is apparent that these changes
affect The IAF Core Facilitator
Competencies.

Perhaps they do alter not the competencies themselves, but certainly some

rethinking is at place, and some additional sub-points and skills will need to be

added.

In the future, there will again be times when virtual facilitation is the only

option. Consequently, there is a need to develop the virtual    competencies as

well as our capability to interpret each situation with the clients and decide

how to proceed. If we choose to not develop virtual competencies, it means

that our choice is limiting our offer to the client.

The Covid – 19 world will challenge the historical practice of facilitators. In

stable situations the look for efficiency has guided the projects. Now stability

and predictability are few and far between. There is a call for visionary and

disruptive thinking, and respective methods.

Facilitators were accustomed to assemble a number of clients in a physical

place, and delivered a live broadcast of similar length and pace from a rigid

curriculum.    In contrast, we have remote and blended learning, in which

technology is an important contributor.

Conclusions:
Responding to the
Pace of Change
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“Bravery in using online tools.” 
“Good mixture of online and personal facilitation.”
“Working time and space separately.”
“Online tools to enable group working, online facilitation skills, learning
contents.”
“Cooperation between facilitators.”
“Transnational approaches to transnational issues.”
“Deep participation plus genuine inclusion.”
“Multiple and ever more diverse groups.”
“Effective use of cyberspace, data mining and digital input.”

The facilitator's profession is becoming more
demanding.

Facilitators must now become also technology experts to identify the right kind
of technology for each client and to ensure that it really works during the
session. 

This calls for collaboration, but also requires facilitators to distribute their effort
not only to the facilitation process, but to the technical tools as well. 

Facilitators should be at the forefront of adapting these different tools and
seeing how to fit for the different needs of meaningful participation.

There are a number of ideas upon which the future facilitation can be built:

In all the cases, time is the analytical nexus among seemingly disparate people
and ideas, methods and technologies. The ability to orchestrate events across
the reality – virtuality continuum can be found behind press releases, diplomatic
actions, and mergers and acquisitions.

In brief, behind every successful art of facilitation.

Conclusions:
Responding to the
Pace of Change
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